The book was found

Five-Minute Mini-Mysteries
Synopsis
Detective Stanwick is back! And you are about to be challenged by 30 exciting mysteries. Each one takes only about five minutes to read. Every puzzle combines features of the traditional whodunit (physical clues, red herrings, means, motive, opportunity, time sequences) with logic puzzles (true-false statements, matching suspects with occupations, even a little math). Are you up to a little sleuthing and deductive reasoning? The Case of the Suspicious Fire: Did the owner try to burn down his own store? Or was he really home asleep? The Megaplast Mystery: Someone’s threatening the life of The Megaplast Corporation’s vice president. Can you find the culprit? You’ll get some confusing facts, but if you use your smarts, you’ll arrive at the answer. And many more!
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Customer Reviews
Service by vendor was excellent However, book wasn’t that interesting as it had a lot of logic puzzles. For example, "Sam has a red suit but isn’t a tennis player, while Joe has been to college and plays football, and Jerry doesn’t play tennis or football but has a gray suit". Wanted and expected more of the who did it and how short stories.

I bought this for my ten year old granddaughter who loves to read mysteries. I didn’t realize that the mystery scenes had to be read to you by someone else so that the answer isn’t revealed. So the book is now used as a family thinking game, which is still a good thing. But even though the book is
G rated, some of the topics aren't relevant for younger age groups, who might not have a point of reference to understand the issues.

my daughter uses these to teach

My students love these!

Five minutes is really five minutes. Stories are longer than expected by the time I finish one I forgot what happened earlier.
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